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SCIENCE
IS EVERYWHERE

Across

3   A celestial body

5   A device that uses chemicals to 
generate and store electricity

7   A path of conductors that an electric 
current follows

9  A physical phenomenon produced by 
the motion of electric charge, resulting 
in attractive and repulsive forces 
between objects

10 A unit of power equal to volts x amps

11  Rain, snow, sleet or hail that falls to 
the ground

13 A creature that eats both plants and 
animals as their main food

14 The natural home or environment of 
an animal, plant or other organism

16 A mountain or hill, typically conical, 
having a crater or vent through which 
lava, rock fragments, hot vapor and 
gas are being or have been erupted 
from the earthʼs crust

18 The preserved remains of a prehistoric 
organism

Down

1    A vibration that propagates as an 
acoustic wave, through a transmission 
medium such as a gas, liquid or solid.

2   Physical substance in general: that 
which occupies space and possesses 
rest mass

4   A substance that flows freely but is of 
constant volume

6   A subatomic particle with a negtive 
electrical change

8   A material through which electric current
 flows easily

12  A fun acronym to help remember the 
colours in the spectrum of light 

15  Any of the pieces of hard whitish tissue 
making up the skeleton in humans and 
other vertebrates

17  An invertebrate species characterized 
by having a clear polyp body with a 
central mouth, and building a hard 
“home” out of seawalter salts
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